
Investigation for the family to determine the space they can 
live comfortably, so we can determine the size of houses.
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This village is an ideal model for vertical agriculture and Chinese traditional habitation, ensuring supply and sustainability on site. Using 
vertical farming systems, I can decrease land use by almost 95%. and free up space for biodiversity and energy cycle. I use different new 
agricultural science technologies such as aquaponics and hydroponics to facilitate more efficient and 100% organic food production. 

STRATEGIESPROBLEMS

Many rural houses are in disrepair.

There are no toilet, kitchen in the 
plan of rural houses.

Traditional village layout lacks large 
square space.

Villagers dry their crops in the open 
area of the village.

42% of Earth’s land surface
area is used for farmland.

Farming accounts for 30% of 
greenhouse gas emissions.

66% of environmental imapct is 
related to home activies.

The houses newly-built are 
different in form.

They build huts in the yard and go 
out to the toilet.

Most houses are arranged in a 
linear layout.

Dry them in the yard, occupying  
activity space.

70% of global water is used 
for farming. 

Fertilizers have doubled the 
nitrogen and phosphorous

33% of income is spent for 
household consumption.

Using  traditional Chinese elements.

New houses meets the needs of 
modern life.

The inner is foractivities; the outer 
is for residence. 

Drys crops vertically  increase  
activity space.

 Using aquaponic farming  decreases 
land use by 98%.

 Aquaponics facilitates 100% 
organic food production.

A model for local community-based 
farming and habitation.

Create rural houses with Chinese 
characteristics.

The interior of the house is 
modernized.

The inner is arranged for villagers 
to entertain.

Villagers can plant flowers in their 
garden.

At the same time decreasing 
water consumption by 90%.

Aquaponics is able to increase 
yield tenfold.

Producing an abundance of clean 
energy

Improvement Strategies  of  Traditional Agriculture and  Village

Modularized Basic Units

According to The Terrain and Different People's Needs to Create Four Kinds of Houses

The design concept of Rural Utopia is to create an ideal villige which has Chinese traditional 
elements and rural sceneries. Using vertical farming system and some other new technologies 
to give the village a recycling production characteristic. The whole village can be self-sufficient 
and can save energy. Another feature of the village is "unity”. I adopt the circle form which 
shows united spirit in traditional Chinese culture to creat a united and harmonious rural life. 

Rural Utopia The Expectation of Future Sustainable Village 

AQUAPONICS SEASON GARDEN HYDROPONICS LIVE STOCK

Aquponics Box layout

Planting box Farmland Fruit box Livestock box

Cirrus planting Crop planting Box layout Hydroponics Multideck cage Piggery

Elevation

Plan

The room on the first 
floor allows villagers 
to store crops directly 
after picking them.

In the planting box, 
add traffic space to 
connect two floors 
indoor and outdoor.

Place lots of layers of 
cultivating shelves for 
fish and vegetables on 
the first floor.

Fishes &
vegetables
grow 
together.

Livestock

Power StationWater Storage Sun-drying Tower

Social Cells Living House

Each part of the family in the village can adapt 
mountainous terrain peacefully, volume is small, suitable 
for single people and family of three.

This model in the first part of the village, the ground position, 
as the main door. Gate square and circular divides into two 
kinds, round door for residential side for framing, the rest of 
the gate of the square. 

A layer of half part of this family overhead, up the stairs 
around, mainly located in the slope gradient is steep and 
location. Family compared to other courtyard is small, suitable 
for family of three.

The family is located in the hillside residential group of entry is relatively 
flat and slope position.A layer of half to adapt to the gentle slope built 
on stilts, door model is suitable for large family to live in.

GROUND HOUSE 1 GROUND HOUSE 2 MOUNTAIN HOUSE 1  MOUNTAIN HOUSE 2  
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Flexible, Customized and Sustainable Housing Arrangement System in Utopia

Innovative Agricultural Planting System in Utopia

Sustainable Energy Recycling System Mode in Utopia New Farming System Mode  in Utopia

Grid Layout & Grid Management

The Perfect Service Facility System
The village servicefacility system contains crop planting space, livestock breeding space, 
entertainment space, gathering square space and equipment houses.

According to the 3 x3 module control, the site is divided into pieces regularly, then monomer elements are put in, according to the 
arrangement of the existing terrain.It is in accordance with the residential and public activities, surrounded by service facilities outside. 
Another feature of the villige is gathering that can be expressed from the inside to the outside, which shows a vision of us to creat a 
gathering, communicative and harmonious rural life.
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The Master Plan : Circle Represents United Spirit in Traditional Chinese Culture 

Main Entrance

Sub Entrance

Season Garden

Convert it into 
electricity and store it

Natural Ventilation

Temperature Control The River Silt

Solar Power 
Generation

Rainwater Harvesting
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